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 Q1: Read the following text                                                                                                                               
 Research shows that children have very clear ideas about teachers . Bad teachers are not interested in 

their subject . This means they do not show enthusiasm  for their subject . They are sarcastic . In 

other words . they make fun of the children , their work or their ideas. Bad teachers belittle children . 

To belittle means  make  them feel small . Bad teachers do not treat children as individuals . This 

means they do not  know their names and they do not  know personal facts about them . Finally , bad 

teachers are unfair . They give rewards , or good things to the wrong children . They give punishment 

, or bad things to the wrong children , too. 

  
 

A: Write True or False according to the text                                                                             (5Marks) 

1. Children have clear ideas about teachers .  

2. Bad teachers treat children as individuals.  

3. Bad teachers are enthusiastic for their subjects .  

4. Bad teachers are fair .  

5. They give rewards , or good things to the right children .   

  

B: According to the text write the meanings of the following words                                        (5Marks) 

1. not interested in  

 

2. being sarcastic  

 

3. to be little someone  

 

4. Write the apposite of  unfair   

 

 

5. Find  the apposite  of right in the text . write it  
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Q2: A Match the words and their definitions . Answer only 5                                         ( 5Marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B : Underline the odd sound in the followings . Answer only 5                                            (5Marks) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q3 A: Choose the correct answer                                                                                          ( 5Marks)  

 1. A level ……… exams in Britain .                a. is       b. am        c. are  

2. GCSE …………. General Certificate of Secondary Education .   a. mean   b. meaning    c. means 

3. ……….. you take an exam or make an exam ?            a. does     b. do    c. doing   

4. Primary …………… mean second .          a. isn't      b. aren't     c. doesn't  

5. A child ……………. her /his first school .       a. likes      b. liking       c. like  

B: Write 5 sentences (personal experience) about your own education                                   (5Marks)    

1.  

 

2.  

 

3.  

 

4.  

 

5.  

 words  Definitions  

1. Resources   a. it's a person with a degree  

2. Deadline   b. a place with lots of different restaurants  

3. Food court   c. it's how close you should stand to people  

4. Parting   d. junior common room  

5. A graduate   e. it means saying goodbye  

6. Social distance   f. the time to give in an assignment  

7.  JCR   g. things to help with studying  

1. Seat  Sit  If  

2. Will  Eel  Wheel   

3.  Pit   Book  People  

4. Pay  Personal  Buy  

5.  Bit  Beat  Pay  

6.  Fit  It  Read  

7.  Teach  free Begin  


